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3.  Subordinate Clause Light Poem, Not…. 

All of the bulleted phrases below – called idioms – are familiar ones that contain the word 

light. Using these as starter ideas for your poems, you will hopefully be able to let them light 

up your path to interesting writing. 

There are two model poems provided at the end which may also help to get you started, but 

one of the best ways to use these opening prompts is to respond to them with stream of 

consciousness writing: writing that you start without thinking about – once you put pen to 

paper; you may have done some preparation – and keep writing whatever ideas come into 

your head until you are too exhausted to continue! 

So, these Light poems are more to do with being prompted by the idiom than the theme of 

light itself: but it is all about writing creatively. 

To get started: take one of the lines below and make notes about detail linked to it, for 

example, with Faster than the speed of light, this poem…., your poem will race around the 

page [perhaps literally in effect like the model poem As light as a feather]. But before you 

write this, make a list of words – usefully verbs – to do with speed. Once you have these, 

write at lightning speed using all of your words in a stream of consciousness race against the 

increasing pain in your hand, and maybe head! 

For At the traffic lights, his poem…, you could produce a template that keeps using the words 

stop, pause, start and/or the colours red, amber, green and/or play around with versions of 

these like halt, idle, ignite….and see where repeating these with descriptions takes you. 

Running a red light, the escaping poem….could create the cartoonish poetic mayhem caused! 

• Faster than the speed of light, this poem…. 

• In the cold light of day, a poem…. 

• If you light my fire, this poem…. 

• At the traffic lights, their poem… 

• By the light of the silvery moon, the poem…. 
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• In a positive light, my poem…. 

• Like a light at the end of a tunnel, poems…. 

• Running a red light, the escaping poem…. 

• Tripping the light fantastic, the poem…. 

• Beginning to see the light, my poem…. 

• Getting the green light, our poem…. 

• As light as a feather, every poem…. 

Model Poems 

1. 

As light as a feather, 

every poem 

falls 

     and 

          falls 

                and 

falls 

d        r        i         f         t         i         n         g 

across           the           sky 

before 

each 

lands 

on 

the 

ground 

in 

one 

pile 

This next idea does encourage rhyme, but if you follow, make the ideas using the rhyming 

words as poetic/creative as possible [they do not need to make literal sense but should make 

grammatical sense!] 

2. 

By the light of a silvery moon, 

the poem scoops up ideas like a [      ] 

lays carpets of words in every [      ] 

and so on: go on! 

 


